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Abrasive processing

Developing
diamond tools for
new applications

Over the past few decades, diamond tools used in glass
processing have undergone significant technological

changes. The founders of the Spanish firm Pomdi began
working with diamonds over 35 years ago, before this

particular type of superabrasive was actually introduced in
the glass processing sector. In this article, Pomdi assesses

factors which have influenced the development of the
diamond tools it produces for the glass industry today.

D iamond tools are used in a
wide range of glassworking
processes. In each process,

different problems have to be solved and
different requirements satisfied. Pomdi has,
over the years, built up considerable experience
in developing tools which fulfil changing
criteria in the fields of drilling, cutting,
peripheral edging, flat edging, groove cutting
and bevelling.

Drilling
Due to the massive sale of automatic CNC

machines, which include a drilling system
where no human intervention is involved, we

were obliged to investigate new diamond drills
for this kind of machine, with heavier bonds
prepared for the higher speeds of operation.
These drills have a great penetration capacity,
with minimum breaking at the point of exit.

Cutting
We started with the manufacturing of cutting

discs for monolithic glass, where the glass
thickness or geometry did not allow roulette
cutting. Nowadays, laminated or security
glasses are also used, for which we have
developed semi-continuous and segment
diamond discs with a great cutting capacity and
a level of breaking which is almost zero.
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With the previously-mentioned CNC
machines, milling tools are used, and we are
proud to have developed a long-lasting tool.

Peripheral edging
Initially, we substituted silicon carbide with

diamond tools, with more than acceptable
results. Then, there was a compulsory change in
machines, which had to work at higher
peripheral speeds when working with diamond
tools, in order to get good finishing quality and
yield. Now, these tools perform excellently,
without bouncing or vibrations, when working
in a perfect machine.

Flat edging
For this kind of edging, there were fewer

problems, as the relevant machines were
already prepared to work with diamond tools.
The biggest change was seen in laminated
glasses, as a great quantity of material had to be
removed. Due to building requirements, large
angles of 45° were made in security or bullet-
proof glasses, with a thickness of over 25 mm
in some cases.

For diamonds, butyl was the biggest
problem, not the thickness of the glass, because
it caused some dulling in the tools.
Consequently, segment tools with rough grain
were developed where butyl was removed from
the slots that the tool geometry offers us.

One of our most versatile products is a cup tool
that can be used to work both monolithic glass and
laminated glass. This is very useful for companies
who normally process both types of glass.

Groove cutting
Grooves have always been made with

abrasives but, for some time now, we have been
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using diamond tools, even manufacturing tools,
with shapes and profiles which people did not
think of six or seven years ago, and which
ensure almost perfect finishing and quality.

Bevelling
This kind of working created a boom in

diamond consumption and great difficulties in
the technological development of the tool. It
tried to integrate in the same machine rough-
grain metallic tools with resin tools for the
super-finishing bond that was no longer used
for glass working, producing bevels of up to 40
mm in width.

We decided not to stop there and to start with
the development of a new technology; tools for
the manufacturing of rear mirrors. This kind of
work needs bevels of up to 80 mm and has to
meet the standards of quality demanded by the
automobile industry, which are higher than
those of the furniture industry. For this, we
developed tool sets of 9 and 10 units with a
sequence of grains and finishings designed to
produce bevels that follow a very strict quality
control at high speeds and with a good yield.

We could not have obtained all this without
the valuable help of one of the most important
Spanish firms in this field. The firm in question
is well-known internationally and manufactures
this kind of product, enabling us to carry out all
kinds of tests and parameter changes in the
development of the tool.
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